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Regional developments on Kuwaiti
Cabinet meeting’s agenda today

Ministers to discuss food, medicine reserves, securing vital sites
By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Cabinet meeting’s agenda today has
two major issues besides discussing economic laws
such as bankruptcy, conflict of interests and charity
laws, which need to be referred to the parliament for
approval this term. 

In this regard, government sources said the Cabinet
will discuss Kuwait’s prepa-
rations over the regional
developments in the after-
math of the assassination of
the Iranian military com-
mander Qasem Soleimani
and exchanged threats by
US and Iran. “Kuwait is
located where it should be
ready for any security-
threatening emergencies,
especially in view of the
presence of a US military
base within reach of Iranian threats among other tar-
gets in the GCC,” the sources explained. 

The source added that the government will discuss
various issues including food and medicine reserves,
securing various important locations such as oil sites
and ports and enhancing security measures around US
and foreign sites that can be potential targets of those
threats. Further, the sources said every government
body will be asked to prepare precautionary measures
and emergency plans within a week, and that the media
will launch a national public awareness campaign to
boost and enhance patriotism and national unity and
avoid sectarianism and hatred. 

In addition, the sources stressed that the govern-
ment will confirm that Kuwait is not taking any sides

in this issue and calls for peaceful reactions to avoid
acceleration. “No offensives will be launched against
any side from Kuwait,” the sources asserted, deny-
ing some Iranians a l legat ions that  the drones
involved in  assassinat ing Soleimani  had been
launched from Kuwait. 

Moreover, the sources said the second main issue
on today’s Cabinet meeting agenda will be the grilling

motion filed against Minister
of Social Affairs Ghadeer
Aseeri to be discussed
tomorrow in parliament,
adding that the government
plans to refer the motion to
the legislative committee to
investigate its constitutional-
ity, especially since Aseeri
had been only appointed
minister for a week when the
motion was filed. 

Flights suspended
Kuwait Airways Corporation (KAC) stressed that on

coordination with relevant government bodies, its
flights to Najaf in Iraq have been suspended for four
weeks. KAC added that the suspension will remain in
effect until security is restored in Najaf, the only KAC
destination in Iraq. 

Wanted for slander
The criminal court yesterday ordered summoning

Dr Abdullah Al-Nafisi to court in a case filed against
him in response to statements he made during the
‘Black Box’ TV show, in which he is accused of slan-
dering certain people while talking about the Iraqi
aggression on Kuwait. 

Power maintenance
The Ministry of Electricity and Water started

replacing seven 1,000 kilovolt secondary power trans-
formers with new ones with a capacity of 1,250 KV
each, said informed sources, noting that the project will
take three years to replace transformers that had been
in service for over 35 years. These had been designed
to withstand maximum temperatures of 42 degrees,
while the new transformers can operate in temperatures
up to 55 degrees.

Performance evaluation
The administrative affairs sector at the ministry of

social affairs started preparations to conduct the annual
employees’ performance evaluation, said informed sources,

adding that the process that started at the beginning of
January will be automated this year to save time and effort.
“An employee performance assessment can be done in two
minutes compared to seven minutes in the old manual sys-
tem,” the sources explained, noting that Civil Service
Commission (CSC) regulations will be strictly followed in
terms of allocating 70 percent of the grade to perform-
ance and 30 percent for showing up to work according to
the fingerprint system.  In another concern, the sources
stressed that the ministry is going ahead with nationalizing
its workforce and gradually laying off expats to replace
them with citizens. “The ministry currently has the least
number of expats amongst other ministries,” the sources
stressed, noting that expats form only 2 percent of the
ministry’s manpower. 

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah chairs a Cabinet meeting in this
file photo. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti trade union move-
ment is closely watching the latest regional
developments and calls for combining
efforts and uniting under the wise leader-
ship of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, His Highness the
Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah,
Chairman of the union of the public sector
employees’ syndicates Hussein Sabeel Al-
Azmi said yesterday. Azmi urged all politi-
cal movements, trade unions, NGOs and
citizens to protect national unity and avoid
sectarian statements, as Kuwait cannot
afford any disagreements in view of the
regional political situations.  

Doctors’ slander
Kuwait Medical Association (KMA)

Chairman Dr Ahmad Thuwaini Al-Enezi
slammed campaigns slandering doctors
from time to time on social media  and
stressed that doctors are highly respected
in other societies, as medicine is a noble
humanitarian profession dedicated to
treating patients and saving lives. Enezi
also noted that His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah fully
supported medicine and appreciated the
role played by doctors in a meeting with
the KMA board last year. Strongly con-
demning medical errors, Enezi pointed out
that they happen worldwide, including in
the US and Western European countries.
“Compared to those countries, they are
not increasing in Kuwait,” he added, not-
ing once any mishap takes place, doctors
are held accountable only after conclud-
ing related investigations without scan-
dalizing them simply because of lack of
knowledge of minute medical details.
“Statistically, 90 percent of medical error
allegations have proved to be false, and
what happened was possible complica-
tions beyond doctors’ will,” Enezi added,
noting that life expectancy in Kuwait is on
the rise, which indicates the high level of
medical services people receive. 

Urgent matters
MP Khaled Al-Otaibi hailed the govern-

ment’s letters to the National Assembly in
which it requested allocating two hours per
month to discuss urgent matters related to
public works, roads, housing welfare,
health and education. “Though it is a step
towards the right path, it came late and the
government should have brought it up in
the first term,” he remarked. 

Otaibi  added that the two hours
should not be taken from the session’s
original timings, which means adding two
extra hours to end the session at four or
five instead of the usual time at 2 pm,
provided that the original session time be
actually allocated to discussing the fully-
loaded agenda and issues on the waiting
list. Further, Otaibi objected to limiting
the issues to be discussed to those sug-
gested by the government, adding that far
many more issues ought to be discussed
with the parliament and exchange views
about them. 

KD 1 million
Ahmadi municipal safety inspectors

inspected a number of companies in south-
ern areas to check the validity of their
licenses and unlawful utilization of public
property. Ahmadi safety manager Al-
Humaidi Al-Mutairi said the tour resulted
in filing five citations worth KD 1 million for
expired storage licenses and using public
property. 

Trade unions call for unity
amid regional developments

Hussein Al-Azmi

CAIRO: Secretary-General of the Arab
League Ahmad Abul-Gheit has under-
lined the need for calmness not escala-
tion to help stop regional conflicts and
avoid igniting or sustaining them. In a
press statement yesterday, he
expressed growing concerns about the
rapid developments in Iraq since
January 2. “The events of the past days
revealed the size of foreign interference
in Arab affairs and its high political,
economic and security cost,” he argued.
He hoped Arab countries would move to
end these interventions and preserve
their sovereignty.

Meanwhile, Omani Foreign Ministry

said that his country follows with great
concern the recent regrettable develop-
ments, tension and escalation between
the US and Iran. According to the Oman
News Agency (ONA), the Sultanate
urged the US and Iran to seek dialogue
and resort to diplomacy to resolve dis-
agreements amid increased tensions
between Washington and Tehran. It
called for intensifying international
efforts to establish stability in the
region, the statement added. The
Pentagon confirmed last Friday that
head of the Iranian Quds Force General
Qassem Soleimani was eliminated in a
US airstrike in Iraq. — KUNA

Arab League calls for avoiding
escalation in region


